SUPPLIES:

1 – plaid cardstock from Joyous Noel by Katie Pertiet
1 – red polka dot cardstock from Joyous Noel by Katie Pertiet
1 – green crosshatch cardstock from Joyous Noel by Katie Pertiet
1 – cream crosshatch cardstock from Joyous Noel by Katie Pertiet
1 – plaid journal card from Joyous Noel by Katie Pertiet
1 – Christmas title border strip from Joyous Noel by Katie Pertiet
1 – Christmas words border strip from Joyous Noel by Katie Pertiet
1 – Santa squares border strip from Joyous Noel by Katie Pertiet
1 – Merry Christmas squares border strip from Joyous Noel by Katie Pertiet

Also used: adhesive, black pen, photos (six 4" x 6" and one 4" x 4"), trimmer

DIRECTIONS:

1. For left layout, use plaid cardstock as base; adhere Christmas title border strip to top edge.
2. Adhere 4" x 4" photo approximately 1" from left edge and 1/2" from border strip.
3. Adhere second photo approximately 1/4" to the right of first photo, aligning top and bottom edges.
4. Mat third photo with 6 1/4" x 4 1/4" piece of green crosshatch cardstock; mat again with 6 3/4" x 4 3/4" piece of cream crosshatch cardstock. Adhere approximately 2 1/2" from left edge and 1/2" from bottom edge.
5. Cut Santa squares border strip into sections; adhere Joyous Christmas Greetings approximately 1/4" from left edge and 1 1/4" from bottom edge.
6. From Santa squares border strip, adhere Christmas Cheer approximately 1/4" from right edge and 1 1/4" from bottom edge.
7. Cut Christmas words border strip into sections; adhere Christmas Countdown to center of third photo's bottom edge.
8. For right layout, use red polka dot cardstock as base; adhere three 4" x 6" photos so their top and bottom edges touch and they are approximately 1" from right edge.
9. Adhere one 12" strip from Christmas words border strip along right edge of three photos.
10. Mat fourth photo with plaid journal card; adhere approximately 1/4" from left edge and 2 3/4" from bottom edge.
11. Adhere 4 1/2" x 2 1/4" piece of green crosshatch cardstock below fourth photo; add journaling.
12. Cut Merry Christmas squares border strip into sections; adhere Merry Christmas on an angle above right side of fourth photo. Adhere Ho! Ho! Ho! square on angle, slightly overlapping first square. Adhere Deck the Halls from Christmas words border strip to center of fourth photo’s bottom edge.